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PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL OEVELOPMENT PROJECT
GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
I. I NTROPUCT ION
This annex reviews the available information on the groundwater
resources of the Wadi Maadin, Wadi Timnan and Ras al Ara Delta in the Toor
el Baha District of Lahej Governorate in west PDRY,
c, Cultivated areas are restricted to terraces of limlted extent
bordering the wadi channels in the north and to similar areas adjacent to
the braided channels of the wadi alluvial fans (deltas) near the coast,
Agriculture relics almost entirely on irrigation from spate flows and
groundwater due to the low rainfall ln the project area,
Tile use of groundwater for irrigation has been a relatively recenl
lleve Iop'llelll '1 lhe PrOject Area, 'Over thc pas l 20 yC,1cS there IldS Ileen c1
r-ap;eJ ,ncredse 111 qr'()Ulldwatcr (1lJstr<1cllOn clue to tile COllslrLJcll0:1 of rlc ....·
wells f.nd tile use of Cl1csc 1-(i""'ven pumps to supDlc:;'ent :.rc1(lltlOl1c';
rp- pdy- an 3
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oninformat ionlimitedverywi th
was modified to a combined investigation-
assumed that project benefits would be derived
potential
originally
and
wasIt
is still ongoing has taken place)
aquifer systems or their resources.
,rr'gation from Irregular and uncertain spate flows. This development, which
mainly by identifying and developing un~xploited surface and groundwater
i .. "l'"P"""" It", r~>-<,~~ ClI'W> c+ cuHivc..illl--
supplie~. Estimates of the groundwater resource of the Wadi Timnan were not
attempted due to insufficient information. ~ Wadi Maadin was considered to
0....J.
be overexploited already.~no further development was proposed for this area.
WI~Apotential groundwater resource appeared to be present in the Ras
~11k+
al Ara deltal/.the resource estimate was A9G9SSaril-y based on very broad
, ,
re
assumptions. In view of the uncertainty of the groundwater sourcesl9Pd their
...
distribut,on
I
for further development, the Identification
Mission proposed a staged approach based on investigation prior to
• t"k' development. Subsequently, this
· "- development programme of 30 boreholes which would enable earlier returns
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the project.
J. The Preparation Mission was able to-mundertake a more detailed
appraisal of the agricultural, socio-economic, and hydrolo~ical situation.
11.~ '" io ...~" J~, ....kl O<AA ......\.. 1tu..... -=aiwlTtGh has revealed important constraintsl. Firstly, j,4Jle need for more
f" ....ok-Il-.;.
informat,on -eft_Meh to plan further developrn~nt and, secondly, j-fffi the~\"") o.~l""~r".\k.
approach proposed by the Identification Missi01' In addition)the following
changes were noted since the earlier mission:
Tl'e ared now considered availdble for further development has been
r-p-puy-clrl3
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A further 21 wells have been constructed ln the Wadi Maadin.
perhaps in response to the reduced avallability of spate flows in
recent years. Two boreholes were drilled in the agricultural area
at Ras al Ara in 1989.
A groundwater reconnaissance survey of the Wadi Timnan area began
in 1990. This forms part of the Soviet-Yemeni National Water
Resources Survey. It includes a drilling programme in the Ras al
Ara delta.
An unpublished report on a survey of the groundwater occurence in
the Second Governate carried out in 1977 was made available to the
Preparation Mlssion.
A UNDP project for the training of water resources staff from the
Department of Irrigation recently began an 18-month study of the
Wadl Maadin which includes the establishment of a hydrological
monitoring network.
o. The further development of groundwater in this region requires a
more detailed understanding of these small wadi systems and a different and
Inore cautious approach to their development compared to the larger wadi
systems that occur elsewhere in PDRY. In view of the limited resources of
the wadi systems ill the project area. a phased approacll is now proposed
whicll ailiis at opl,m'l',lg agricullural production in relat,on to the inherent
variabll,tyand scarcity of the waler resources throughoul the whole
<llStrlCt ~ pl'ogr,'"l1l'e of works is prcsel1tcr. ",tll cost cst i II'"les for the
gl'oll l1 dwdtCr' I'elal.ed aspects of dn ;n,t,<11 3'yc,1I' pl'oJect WhlCI,. WI11lst
c0I1CCl1lr"tll19 011 lI'e Hadl Maaelln, ",ll also InclllG" 51,,'ven 111 lI1C ~'Ja(I,
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II. BACKGROUND
The proposed project is located within the Toor el Baha District of
1km ),200
Page 4
the lower part of the Wadi Maadin catchment(area 25 km l ), which
includes the district administrative centre of Toor el Baha.
\. The Proiect Area
the agricultural areas of Uzeifa and Gudeima.
the Timnan-Shabu delta region (area about 100 km l ), in particular
the upper part of the Wadi Timnan catchment (area about
centred 6~'the' Wadi Madarba to the north of Al Shatt.·
planned programme of development in a subsequent phase.
Timnan and at Ras al Ara. This results from the initial phase will be
in Map 1. The Government of PDRY has identified the following three target
correlated with agricultural and socio-economic surveys to enable other
sll"ilar wadi systems throughout the Toor el Baha District to benefit from a
Lahej Governorate in the extreme west of PDRY. The general location is shown
areas within the Project Area:
o. The location of these areas is shown in Map 2. Other small wadis
with simIlar characterIstics occur throughout the loor el Baha District, ~c~
""'-1'- ,,(;~,'"'G\~fu\ \) ~'"' PI~~I,jtd,u- N.<;0LLr.
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S. Climate
~. Rainfall generally occurs from November to March and May/June to
September. Measured data are not available, but the average annual rainfall
is estimated to be 50 to 100 10m in the Ras al Ara delta, 150 to 200 10m in
S-
the Wadi Timnan, and 150 to 450 10m in the Wadi Maadin catchme~
10. In Wadi Maadin, the maximum temperatures occur in June to August,
averaging 32.5 0C, and the minimum temperatures occur in December to January,
averaging 23 0C. The coastal area has an arid climate with a high humidity
and high temperatures varying from 2S oC in January to 3SoC in June Annual
evaporation is estimated to be 1,500 to 2,000 10m.
Tooograohy
11. The elevation in the Wadi Maadin area ranges from 450 10 at El
Khatabiyah to 650 10 at Toor eL ,Saha.,· The upper mountainous part of the ~"'";;';""
catchment has an elevation of 1,000 to 1,500 10, with a maximum of about
2,000 m. Deeply incised, parallel NW-SE trending valleys characterise the
upper part of the Wadi Timnan. Elevations range from 500 to 1.000 10 in this
area.
••. The Ras al Ara delta has a low relief and an average gradient of
,1oout 1:150 from lIuwayrih (elevatlOI1 150 Ill) at tile head of the delta to tile
coa-;t. " disl,''1ce of SUllie 25 kill. JelJ,1i K",'ct1. a VOICdlllC caldera. rlses to
8GO III 11>1 t'le ca,le,'11 e(l~c of tile (1.,Ilc1
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1. GeQ I Q9 Y
13. The Wadi Maadin catchment comprises granitic gneisses and schists
Qf the Pre-Cambrian Basement CQmplex. In the lower part of the catchment
these have been intruded by vQlcanic dykes and sills Qf the Aden Trap Series
(MiQcene to PliQcene age).
14. Quartzitic sandstones Qf the Tawilah Group (CretaceQus) QCcur in
the headwaters of the Wadi Timnan (Map 3). A thick sequence of predQminantly
basaltic lavas with tuffs and agglQmerates Qf the Aden Trap Series are
widespread in the central part Qf the Wadi Timnan system.
15. The unCQnsolidated depQsits Qf the wadi channels fQrm the main
aquifer in the area and are Qf PleistQcene tQ Recent age. They consist Qf a
variable sequence Qf sands and gravels with cobbles and silts varying in
thickness from a few metres tQ abQut 50 m and in width from about 20 m to
several hundred metres. Fluvial sands, sands and gravels and clays, perhaps
,pa.rtl)' ,cemen,t.e.d, Jorm,a.complex sequence of"u'nk~own thickness in the Ras al
Ara Delta. Terrace depQsits, comprising silty to sandy loams up to 10 m
thick, overlie the wadi channel deposits and border the present wadi
channels. These form the main agricultural areas.
rp'poy'an3
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Drainage
16. The general pattern of drainage is south towards the Gulf of Aden_
The wadis are deeply incised in the areas of higher relief whilst a braided
channel system with numerous poorly-defined channels occurs in the delta
area.
17. The Wadi Maadin has a total catchment area of about 410 km 2 above
El Khatabiyah, of which 90% lies within YAR. Both of the main tributaries,
the Wadi 'Shaab and Wadi Maabak, have a reticulate drainage system influenced
by a NE-SW structural or foliation trend. The upper part of the Wadi Maadin
has a dendritic drainage pattern.
18. Wadi Timnan has two l11o'lin tributaries: Wadi Shabu and Wadi
Khudeimah. The total catchment area'is about 755 km', extending from Jebel
Hawab near the border with YAR to the coast at Ras al Ara. The main wadis of
interest are Wadi Mardabah, Wadi Harhar (Wadi Melbia), Wadi Hagrah, and Wadi
FuruQiyah.
'\
: ':":.-' :....:.;. ;..;-,~.
_.. :'.~'.'~ ... --
Groundwater Abstractioo
ru-pcly'i\n3
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IrrigatiQn)
19. There are nQ repQrts Qf any significant springs in the area. A
baseflQw Qf abQut 15 tQ 25 l/s (perhaps increasing tQ 50 l/s after the
autumn rains) Qccurs In the Wadi Mardaba due tQ constrictiQns in the wadi
channel. Th,S flow is reported tQ occur fQr a total of abQut 5 mQnths per
year. A seasonal baseflow also Qccurs in the Wadi Harhar.
20. GrQundwater supplies are obtained mainly from dug wells. Whilst
SQme limited infQrmatiQn is held by the Co-operatives, up-to-date
informatiQn Qn the grQundwater SQurces Qr their current status is limited as
no recent well surveys have been carried out. There are rePQrted to be 116
wells and 12 borehQles in Wadi Maadin and 171 wells in Wadi Timnan.
Agriculture in the Ras al Ara delta is SUPPQrted almost entirely frQm spate
flQWS and only one bQrehole is in operation. The cultivated area served by
""" 1.grOUndwa!ter lrrigation in conjuntion with spate flQwS is given in Tabl~~.
21. Wells ,n the Wadi Timnan often reach Qr penetrate the underlying
bedrQck,._whereas .mQst -Qf those -in-the-Wadi Maadin usually Qnly par.tical,)y
penetrate the aqu1fer. MQst of the wells are lined and the majority. perhaps
80%, are fitted with Yanmar pumps and engines. Cross-belt turbine pumps are
commQn in the Wadi Maadin. The shallQw water levels in the Wadi Timnan allQw
the extensive use of centrifugal pumps, althQugh this restricts the area
that can be cQIIl'nanded by each well MQst bQreholes are fltted with shaft-
driven. turbine pumps of various makes.
rp-pdy-a n]
water to be conveyed to d1fferent parts of each farm.
boreholes and by rope and bucket from open wells.
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',. I,.:t • ..
borehole, yet to be equipped, has been drilled in the Wadi Harhar for a
---(Domestic
----- -
Maadin: Al Fasha (serving about 17 communities), Toor el Baha (rural centre,
including the hospital and school, and four large villages), and Wadi Shaab
24. There are three water supply development schemes in the Wadi
well. Elsewhere, supplies are obtained from pumped irrigation wells and
local piped water scheme and Al Shatt has piped water supply obtained from a
several piped water schemes and a tanker delivery service in Wadi Maadin. A
22. P,ped or lined conveyance systems are restricted to a few boreholes
in Wadi Maadln. Polyethylene hose is used widely in Wadi T,mnan to enable
entirely from groundwater. A wellfield at Toor el Baha is used to supply
23. The water demands of the rural centres and villages are met
the Public Water Corporation (PWC).r·which has an offiCe-and workshop at Toor
been constructed recently at Toor el Baha and there are plans to drill a
el Baha. The schemes were constructed over the past fi ve years with
Toor el Baha wellfield and a borehole in Wadi Shaaba. A new borehole has
financial assistance from UNICEF, and are supplied from 4 boreholes in the
further one or two boreholes In the same area to expand the supply.
(also serving about 17 communities). These are operated and maintained by
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25. The open wells used for local domest,c supplies are particularly
susceptible to co"l,1rninatian. I,;,(,'ote levels well H' excess of World Health
Organisallon penll;ssaiJle 1:'";:S Of SO rng/l were recortletl by Tecneco In t.lle
Wadi ~1,1"dln 111 19713. as ,110\"'1 1'1 ilppendlx 2 No inforrnat.lon 15 ,1val1al)le on
rn-pdy-a n3
Section of the Department of
.,
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under the Ministry of
the responsibility of the Water Resources
La.... d Rtcll1"\e-.41li--.
Irrigation and ~d~al En9i-neel"+llg (.B::IMq.
Agriculture and Agrarian Reform (MAAR).
27. The Water Resources Section comprises 25 engineering and technical
G. Organisations
ANNEX 3
the bacteriological quality but high bacterial counts can be expected 'n
26. The collection and analysis of groundwater information is primarily
those wells where supplies are obtained by hand.
staff. The Hydrogeology Sub-Section has only 3 staff (1 Engineer and 2
technicians). Activities of the section are constrained by low staff levels
and a lack of training, equipmen) ~facilities, and recurrent funds. A
training programme, which will include the provision of equipment and
vehicles, is currently under way with UNDP support and should strengthen the
capabi'llt~~s of the section.
but are currently under review. It is understood that a larger element of
28. Drilling activities are undertaken by the Drilling Corporation,
which also operates under MAAR. Drilling costs are especially high in PDRY
the work may be assigned to private contractors In future.
by PWC through the non-executlve W,lie,- Resources CO'"'"lttee
29. Urban and rural water supplIes are the responsibility of the PublIc
Water CorporaL Ion (PWC) u"der tl'e Mlnistry of Energy a,'d Natural Resources
(MENRI Overall coordinatio,' in tile water reSQ"rces sector lS also provldeel
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H. Groundwater Stud i es
s:c:ge r·f~cor(1ers. three water level reconJers. five r(lill gauges. <1 11 (J P~J1l1P;llg
31. A 9roundwater study of the Wadi Maadin was undertaken as part of
the Wadi Maadin Rural Development Project by Tecneco in 1977-78~ Since then
little spatial or time-varying information has been collected.
..~ ,. ':
..;-.- ..: ..... :., ",.'
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32. A reconnaissance survey of the groundwater resources of the western
opart of Lahej Governorate was undertaken by Tersch for MAAR in 1977. This
included details of selected wells, water analyses and preliminary resource
estimates.
30. Detailed information relating to the organisations and institutions
involved .with water resources are described in Project
Formulation/Feasibility Report for the Rehabilitation of Rural Water
Supplies (M. Mansell-Moulin and W.K. Boehmer, UNDP/PDY/87/103 December
1987) .
33. A three·year UNDP/MAAR Water Resources Management Tra.ining· Project
{RAB/86/008) began in September 1988. It consists of two phases each of 18
months, and forms part of a programme covering the less-developed Arab
countries (PDRY, YAR, Sudan, Somalia and Djibouti). The pr09ramme is
directed at improving the collection and analysis of water resources data
and inVOlves the engineering and technical staff of the Water Resources
Section of MAAR. The first phase of this programme, tra,ning ii' other Arab
countr,cs. has been completed. Wadi Maadin has been selectcd as the train,ng
Mec1 for tile second pl,ase wlllCl, began '" Febl'C1ary 1990. Equipment t.o be
prOVillell "'CIUllcs c1 meteo1'010glcal sl"tiol1 (inst<1Jled In February 1990). t.,O
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groundwater resources throughout PDRY. The Wadi Timnan has been selected for
lest and geophysical equipment. Two vehicles are also to be provided. A well
34. The Soviet-Yemeni National Water Resources Assessment includes a
network i tsel f. The
is involved with this
rp-pay-all}
/~
phase wi 11 include the construction of the
. Lr......J ~clc( ...~-.I'ci.-
of I rr igat ion and MeclI-an-kat ·Eng.; neer ing
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This began in March 1990 as part of a two-year programme to assess
inventory of the Wadi Maadin is planned for May 1990.
reconnaissance survey of the groundwater resources of the Lahej Governorate.
•
.,
......
planned for Ras al Ara during 1990.
more detailed studies and a limited programme of drilling and testlng is
35. The Project Area will also be included in lhe Yemeni Joint Project
for Natural Resources: Water Resources Monitoring Network. This is a UNDP
project with Arab funding covering both PDRY and YAR. It is due to start
during 1990 and is intended to identify gaps and weaknesses in the existing
project .
water resources monitoring network during the first phase lasting 12 months.
Department
The second
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A. Ras al Ara
III GROUNDWATER RESOURCES AND DEVELDPMENT POTENllAL
.' ..
'1"
36. Recharge in the Ras al Ara delta is derived from floods and aquifer
inflow from Wadi Timnan, Wadi Shabu, and, to a lesser extent, Wadi Khudeima
(Map~). There are no meteorological or hydrological data for this area and
only very limited hydrogeological information. The Sov1et-Yemen programme
includes proposals for a limited programme of three exploration-test wells
between Huwayid and the coast and a geophysical profile at Huwayid. It is
anticipated that this programme will be undertaken during 1990.
37. Only two boreholes have been drilled in the Gudeima agricultural
area. The Agricultural Support Services Project (ASSP) borehole. which was
drilled in 1984 at Gennah village to a depth of about 50 m, 1S the only
_. borehole operating at present. It serves. an .area of 12 ha and has an annual
abstraction of about 0.25 Mm3. A second borehole was was drilled 300m north-
east of the ASSP borehole in 1989 to a depth of 44 m to encourage bedouin
resettlement but has not yet been equipped. The rest water level is 21 m
bgl. It was tested at 15 lis but has a low specific capacity of 2 l/s/m.
This would indicate an approxirnate transmissivity of about ,9JXY 200 rn2d.
\.'ttl""--l
although significant well losses could produce this low ~-4,"ate
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40. A borehole situated about 3 km from the coast in the Wadi Tarbah
delta provides Ras al Ara itself. This was drilled in 1969 to a depth of 64m
and has a water level of 40 m bgl. The 109 reports 40 m of sands and gravels
overlying a hard red clay.
41. The mean annual runoff for the whole of the Wadi Timnan-Shabu
catchment has been estimated to be 12 Mm3/y and the mean annual flood as
about" 170' m3/s. Local reports suggest that spates':-(jccur 10 to 15 times each
year. Flows are reported to reach the coast but the frequency and amount of
the surface water lost at the coast is not known.
ANNEX 3
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38. A further borehole to encourage bedouin resettlement was also
drilled in 1989 about 3km north of Uzeifah to a depth of 79 m. The water
level was deep, about 64 10, and the yield was insufficient for testing.
.".
~ ~ . ' ......... ' .
. ,
"
, .
39. There ore 5 dug wells in the Gudeimah-Uzeifa are~ (Table2:l. These
are all used for domestic and livestock water supplies which are obtained by
rope and bucket. One 1S situated adjacent to the ASSP borehole. In addition,
irrigation supplies are drawn from pumped wells in the Huw~yid area at the
head of the fan. These wi 11 intercept groundwater inflow from Wadi Timnan,
but their annual abstraction is not known.
42. Whilst the groundwater quality is likely to be an important factor
in the development of groundwater for irrigation 1n the Ras al Ara delta.
the informatio" aVdllable on groundwater quality 1S 1imited to a few samples
from the dug wells which only represent the shallowest pa,-t of the aquifer.
EC vailles '" the 0119 wells '-aI1ge frail' abouL 1000 'liS/em ilL Huwaynb La aboliL
1300 mS/cm at. Uzeifah and GlIl1cimai1. IIvallal)le cl1em1St.ry datil "re p,-csel1te(1
111 IIppend" ~ Tile well ~dJilcel1L to Lile IISSP borehole !lc1S (," EC of 1300
)
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1 tr,11lS""Ssivity of 800m2/d. alll! w.tb a total comlJII,cd ,'/ldll. of flow of
average annual recharge from groundwater inflow and floods was
the Identification Missi~o be 15 Mm3/y This was based on an
L-
flow through the aquifer assuming a transmissivity of 800 m2d,estimate of
43. The
estimated by
n,is would suggest a rechilrge from surfilce flows of about 4 '·1r"3/y. Ullderf low
very tentative estimate only and should be confirmed by a programme of
an average width of 10 km and an average hydraulic gradient of 0.005. Given
Page 15
the lack of information it was stressed that this should be considered as a
Groundwater Resource Estimates
existing agricultural area is about 6 km which would gIve a potential
",~c..hM.)
resourc~Of about 9 Mm3/y.
investigations prior to any development. The width of aquifer across the
mS/cm and the borehole just to the north has an EC of 1900 mS/cm. This would
suggest that the water Quality deteriorates with depth and pumping rate.
mS/cm whereas the ASSP borehole, which is 20m deeper. has an EC of 2600
44. In 1977, Tersch estimated the annual recharge in the Ras al Ara
delta to be 5.6 Mm3/y. This estimate was derived by (a) assuming 5% of the
rainfall in' . 'the' Timnan-Shabu catchment (700 km2) recharged,:the_delta area,
or 4 Mm3/y, and (b) a recharge component from flood infiltration of 0.6 m of
water over 10 distributary channels having a total area of 1.35 km2 and an
average of 2 floods per year, or 1.6 Mm3/y.
whICh for the Wadi T,mnan-Shabll catchmerlt has beer. est""ated as 12 Mm3/y.
45. Recharge to the wadi sediments fro", surface flows has been
est,mated ill other areas of PORY to be about 30% of tile mea" o""ual runoff,
.Ilput from tI'e Wa(l; rll/lilall alld tbe Wadi Sballll. as,"""llg il C)r'dd.Cllt of 0.007.
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1000 m, would Di\J\v, be about 2.0 Mm3/y. Ti,e total mean annual recharge would
therefore be about 6 Mm3/y, only 40% of that estimated by the Identification
Mission but similar to that estimated by Tersch in 1977. The irrigation
abstractlon at Huwayid, which has developed over the past two decades, would
reduce the amount of inflow now occuring at the head of the fan.
46. The volume of groundwater in storage was estimated by the
Identification Mission to be 200 Mm3 assuming an area of 100 km2, an average
thickness of 4~ and a specific yield of 5%. The effective availability of
storage was taken to be 25 Mm3, although the basis for this was not given.
Deyelooment Potential
47. On the basis of existing information, there is a potential
groundwater resource of between 5 and 10 Mm3/y in the Ras al Ara delta which
as yet is essentially unexploited. However, the development of this resource
for irrigation is restricted by a number of considerations, all of which
need to be studied in more depth to ensure that benefits will be achie~e~·
from such development:
The overall uncertainty of the resource estimates. These are based
on very limited information on the aquifer characteristics,
llthology and water quality. Only a proportion of the resource
would actually be available for development. due malnly to water
qual ity considerations.
rp-pdy-c1113
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Alluvial fan sequences often show a wide variat,on in permeability.
which may also be reduced by the prescence of cementing materials
when the overall recharge is limited. Whllst there is some doubt as
.J.°L the rei lability of the log of the borehole at Ras al Ara. it
indicates that the unconsolidated sequence may be relatively thin
ln places and lie on more consolidated deposits. Further
information on the aquifer characteristics and an improved estimate
of aquifer throughflow should become available from the survey
being undertaken by the Soviet-Yemeni Project.
The groundwater quality is not expected to be suitable for
irrigation within a few kilometres of the coast. The water quality
is expected to deteriorate with depth. pumping rate and away from
the distributary channels. Several of the shallow wells at Gudeimah
have EC values of more than 3500 mS/cm2.which would suggest that at,
least part of this particular area is unlikely to be suitable for
groundwater irrigation (Appendix 2).
In general. the groundwater potential should be more favourable in
the Uzeifah area than at Gudeimah due to water quality constraints.
However. the borehole drilled recently north Of Uzeifah was non-
productive at a total depth of 79m. However. it is not known
whether this is typical of the conditions in this area.
Boreholes are needed to obtain irrigation supplies in tillS area.
Consequently. the cost of groundwater sllpplies would be hlgll. yet
miSSlon interviews suggested th,1t lowe" value forilier crops wOlild
stlll continue to be grown. fhe estilllater! grollndwiller plll"iJ,n9 cosl
fo,' , llOrel'ljle of 70111 depLil is 20 fi Isilll3. excllldllHj inle"csl Jnd
rp' pdy-an3
48. It will not be possible in any case to intercept all of the flow
moving towards the coast in order to prevent upconing of poor quality water
or excessive saline intrusion. The relatively high EC at Gudeimah (2600
ms/cm at the ASSP borehole) would suggest that the area would be sensitive
to a slight deterioration in water quality, particularly if high value crops
were introduced. Pumping water levels will need to be kept above sea level
to avoid the risk of upconing and this reduces the amount of storage that
can be commanded.
/1\
I
There are also agronomic, marketing and socio-economic factors
which will need to be studied before investing in groundwater
irrigation supplies. These are discussed in the other relevant
Technical Annexes.
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plant costs. Details are given in Appendix 1.
Local interest in using groundwater for Irrigation seems to be low
due to the the availability of spate, which allows an average of
1.5 crops per year. Farm interviews indicate that not all of the
available spate flow is used. This unused spate could be obtained
at lower cost than borehole supplies and needs to be assessed.
~ .- '.
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B. Wadi Timnan
Data Availability
49. There are no hydrological or meteorological data for the upper Wadi
Timnan catchment and only very limited hydrogeological information. No well
inventories have yet been undertaken.
50. The Soviet-Yemeni Project began their reconnaissance groundwater
survey of Wadi Timnan in March 1990. Three pumping tests had been completed
in the Wadi Mardarba, each of of only 2 hours duration. These were performed
on selected dug wells penetrating bedrock. Whilst the data had not been
interpreted at the time of the mission, preliminary estimates of
transmissivity based on specific capacities are given in Table~. Other work
planned includes a well survey, some 50 water samples, and a geophysical
profile at Al Shatto It is also proposed to install two gauging stations,
one at Al Shatt and the other in the Wadi Harhar.
(1-<.4 4 )
51. Sub-catchment areas/and estimates of run-off are·given···in Table6/-.
Both the Wadi Marbar and Wadi Harhar (Melbia) extend into YAR and have a
slightly higher rainfall and larger catchments than Wadi Hagrah and Wadi
FurjQiyah to the west. The mean annual runoff from the Wadi Timnan catchment
above Al Shatt is estimated to be only 4 Mm3 and the mean annual flood as
130 m3/s.
6,5 Nm3.
at some rock bars.
ANNEX 3
greater, or in the Wadi FuruQiyah, where less recharge is likely to occur.
52. Each wadi comprises a serles of small groundwater sub-basins
and that the intensity of agriculture varies as a result.
rates and durations have been reduced. The District Officer reported that
wells tend to go dry following periods of reduced runoff, such as in 1988.
53. Water levels are very low in the Wadi Harhar at present and pumping
The effective width of the wadi deposits is taken to be 300m based on the
width of the area under cultivation, although the width reduces to about 20m
.' .
limited by rock bar constrictions (at least 10 such rock bars were observed
along the Wadi Mardarba above Al Shatt). The average thickness of the wadi
deposits is about 10m, varying from 5 to 15m, although some wells are 30m
deep. Water levels are shallow ranging from bed level in the Wadi Mardaba to
about 5 to 10m in the Wadi Harhar, where the width of the wadi is much
Groundwater Resource Estimates
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54. A tentative estimate of the average annual throughflow is 1.75 Mm3 ..
This is based on an aquifer width of 300m, a hydraulic gradient of 0.016 and
a transmissivity of 1000 m2d.
55. Preliminary estimates of the available aquifer storage withIn the
/'
agricultural area of each sub-catchment are given in Table~. These indicate
~l\tc,L~
) total storage of 22 Mm3. A water level rise of 2f~ wt> reported to occur
during the flood season wh-;'-8l would rep,-escnt on annual recho,-ge of about
I
'f· .
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56. The average area irrigated by each well in this area lS about 2.5
If
ha. Information from Wadl Beiha~. suggests that this area would requlre a
pumping rate of 3.5 lIs. The annual abstraction required from each well to
produce two crops requiring 3000 hours of pumping would therefore be 0.039
Mm3 and the total annual abstraction from the 171 dug wells ln the area
would be 6.5 Mm3/y. This is the same as the estimated recharge. although the
actual abstraction may vary each year due to reduced water levels.
exceptional spates. or the number of pumps in use.
57. Groundwater quality within the Wadi Timnan catchment is generally
suitable for irrigation. although water chemistry data are very limited
(Appendix 2). EC values of 1000 mS/cm are typical in most areas. although
higher values up to about 2300 mS/cm are reported in the Wadi Furuqiyah. The
poorer water quality is thought to be associated with the western sub-
catchments (which receive less recharge) and to the underlying bedrock.
Groundwater Potential
58. Preliminary groundwater resource estimates suggest that the pumping
capaclty lS similar to the annual average recharge. Overexploition could
even be occuring in the western part of the catchment. Local factors. such
as the size of individual sub-basins. rock bars, or cemented beds. are
partlcularly important in these small wadis but cannot be takel' into account
111 e1ther tile recharge or storage estimates with the exist1ng inforlllation
ava1lable. COllsequently. the suh-baslns will need to be surveyeo arlo r to
clny ~:Iwthr.r development. In c1dc1itlO:l. 91ven tile r{lpl(1 r1C'veloprllCI"'~t 0f
Cjroull:lwc.lter in tillS dr-eel c1!Hl the 5h(1~ 10\'; c1eolh to w(\ter level, '/cry
Ilk~ly tllc1l faflllcr"s will conllilue ~o dig 11('\"1 \vells wllhcul (~S515tf.!lCC' t'q):l1
.... ;.;",,;. ....
59, Although the baseflow lr1 the Wadi Mardaba suggests that the
available groundwater 1S not fully utilised in this partlcu1ar sub-
catchment. the development of this resource is limited by the lack of land
suitable for cultivation,
60. Most of the existing wells are dug to bedrock. The upper part of
the bedrock may offer some limited potential where fractured and this is
being investigated by the Soviet-Yemeni project. However. since the
fractures are localised and merely draw upon storage in the overlying
alluvium. they should not be considered as an additional resource.
ANNEX 3
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the project.
61, Wells rather than boreholes are more appropriate for these shallow
aquifers as they can be constructed. operated and maintained at lower cost,
have a longer life(when lineq. and are operated at a lower rate thereby
allowing greater use of the available storage. Buried pipe systems. which
were proposed for trials in the project. are not considered to be a
practical' option to dug wells as their shallow depth ..,{2 to 3m) makes them
susceptible to seasonal and longer term variations in water level
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62. Except for some additional lithological and pumping test data from
two boreholes drilled in 1984 in the Toor el Baha wellfield. the Tecneco
study undertaken in 1978/9 still remains the major source of hydrogeological
information. The collection of time-varying data effectively ceased on
completion of the Tecneco study. The lack of such data is a constraint on
defining the variation in groundwater resources availability and the aquifer
response to abstraction.
0·.-••
63. The geometry of the aquifer system has been reasonably well defined
by the Tecneco study. Map 8 shows the saturated aquifer thickness based on
water level data and 81 vertical electrical soundings (VES). although the
calibration of the geophysical data was based on only two borehole logs and
the broad lithological variations have not been investigated.
64. Twelve pU'!'f1ing test were undertaken to estimate.icaquifer
characteristics. although data interpretations were only possible for seven
sites. Only one borehole was tested: the other tests were carried out on
partially penetrating, large diameter wells at rates of 8 to 20 l/s for 8 to
10 hours. The results of these tests are included in Appendix 2. No tests
were undertaken in the lowest part of the catchment nor to examIne tile
hydraulic characteristics of the weathered zone or fractures In tile
underlylng bedrock.
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65. At two sites 0 nearby well wos used oS on observotion well from
which specific yield values of obout 2 to 3% were derived. These volues ore
exceptionally low for this type of sequence ond ore considered to reflect
the short durotion of the test (or perhops on onolytical error since the
sites olso hove the highest tronsmissivity volues). Pumping tests,
porticulorly of short durotion, tend to underestimote the true specific
!j
yield ond studies in the other wodi systems suggest thot specific yields of
i.
15 to 20% woul~ be more representotive of the wodi chonnel deposits.
66. An inventory of wells ond boreholes corried out in 1978 from the
YAR border just obove the gorge to Khotobiyah identified 50 dug wells ond 8
boreholes (Mop 7.). Informotion wos collected on depths, woter levels,
electricol conductivity (Ee), pump type, stotus ond elevotion. Estimotes
were mode of the pumping rote, doily durotion of pumping ond the monthly ond
onnuol obstroction from eoch well ond borehole.
67. Woter level surveys were mode on eoch well ond borehole in August
1977, Februory ond October 1978, and January/February 1979. An automatic
woter level recorder was ·fitted to a borehole (W51) situated in the lower
port of the study orea for which dato were obtoined for March 1978 to
February 1979.
68. Nine water samples were obtained (mainly at the pumping test sites)
In Moy 1978 for chemical anolysis of the mojor cations and onions. These
results ore given in Appendix 2. Two tritIum anolyses were olso Corried out
but 110 bocteriologicol anolyses were undertoken.
Cp-poy-all]
no ralnfall data for the upper part of the catchment.
were operational) and 6 boreholes in operation for irrigation supplies and
,,'-:t
r". '~.,,,:.~ ... .. ;7:_
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". The hydrogeological information was presented as a series of maps
downstream but only provided some limited stage information. These are to be
rehabilitated by the UNDP programme. The only flow estimates available are
of two floods in September 1973 of 314 m3/s and 3.4 m3/s. 'Jl~ C<'-bl',--.Ji....~
ClN..O-. () ~\f\- i\... I'-\Ap C,
70. Two gauging stations were set up at Toor el Baha and 5km
at 1:20,000 scale showing the location of wells and boreholes, depth to
water level~ransmissivity, saturated aquifer thicknesss, and electricity
conductivitr (Ee). A water level map was prepared during the Identification(I'v,t 1
Missiot The distribution of data collection points is shown in Map S.
Farm (elevation 530 m) but data are only available for 1977/8 and 1982. A
69. A meteorological station was established at the Wadi Maadin SLate
new station was establlshed at the same location in February 1990. There are
72. The total annual abstraction in 1978 was est imated to be 5.77
Mm3/y, as shown in Table (,.. This comprised 5.59 Mm3/y from 31 wells (62%
0.18 Mm3/y for muniC1pal supplies. The net abstraction for irrigation
(assuming 25% conveyance losses) was 4.2 Mm3/y. Table-7 shows that 70% of
the irrigation abstraction took place along a 7km length of the wadi below
Toor el Baha.
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throughflow and storage.
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the whole aquifer area of 12.67 km2. These are as follows:
~,,;ll "
outflow 3.2 Mm3?"tJ-HTe net loss in storcge 2.2 Mln3. The
Tentative groundwater balances were prepared by Tecneco in 1979I " .
Grpundwater Respurce Estlmates
and by the Identification Mission in 1989. These indicated deficits of 0.1
and 0.5 Mm3/y respectively. Values adopted for these estimates are
summarized in ·TableS-.
throughflow estimates. The balance indicates a loss of 0.6 Mm3/y in 1978/9.
74. A revised average year groundwater balance is given in Table~,
':.) k).Ld ,;:- ~rt v-- :J\~ ,;....
which iR~~des information ~ Annex 2. This indicates an average annual
recharge of 7.8 Mm3/y compared to 8.8 Mm3/y derived by the GIM from
The increase in abstraction since that time would be derived from
75. The total saturated aquifer volume was estimated by Tecneco to be
254 Mm3 but this took no account of the porosity. Their adopted value for
specific yield would suggest an available storage of only 5 Mm3. A more
realistic estimate based on a specific yield of 20% is 50 Mm3. as given in
T~bi~~)l for each sub-basin.
the water level hydrograph from borehole W51, assuming this to be
76. Estimates of the actual situation in 1978/9 can be estimated from
representative of
recharge 1.0 Mm3;
total decllne in water level during the year was 0.85m.
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resources upstream.
south of Toor el Baha will be affected by any development of the water
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78. Abstraction is exceeding recharge in the Wadi Maadin. Water levels
have declined by about 10 m over the past 10 years and wells are now going
Mm3/y (assuming 25% of the irrigation abstraction returns to the aquifer).
an increase of about 4 Mm3/y since 1978.
is therefore estimated as 11.6 Mm3/y. The net abstraction is about 8.25
irrigation would be about 9.75 Mm3. Monitoring of the output from the Toor
el Baha wellfield began in February 1990 and it is estimated that the annual
abstraction is about 0.6 Mm3/y. The eight boreholes used for irrigation are
60% of the wells are in use. the annual abstraction from wells for
estimated to have an annual output of 1.3 Mm3. The present total abstraction
dry or suffering a cutback in abstraction. There are also reports that the
salinity has.-:inc"reased over the past 5 years. The main agricultural area
79. Whilst the undeveloped southern part of the Wadi Maadin has a large
available storage (Table~). this area receives very infrequent recharge and
has il poor water Qual i ty (Ee 3000 to 4000 mS/cm) which is generillly
~ul'suitable for ,rrigation.·
j
77. The number of wells had increased from 50 to 95 by 1988 and there
Gtf now reported to be 116 wells and 12 boreholes. The present abstraction is
uncertain due to the effects of.the decline in water levels. Assuming that
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80. Any further development of groundwater in the Wadi Maadin would be
Inadvisable. The situation will be updated by the UNDP/MAAR training project
over the next 12 months but, even so, additional monitoring data will be
requlred to ensure better management of the resources.
81. The availability of irrigation supplies in this part of PDRY is
limited by a combination of low rainfall, small catchment areas, and the
occurence of thin aquifers of limited extent and storage capacity that are
sensitive to natural or induced changes in the hydrological regime. Henc~,
in contrast to the much larger primary wadi systems in other parts of PDRY,
the opportunity fof"agricultural development and expansion based on'improved
spate diversion and the intensive and widespread use of groundwater is much
more 1imited. There is a strong riSk that investment wi 11 not be
approprlately targeted and only limited benefits achieved or sustained if
development proceeds on the limited information available regarding these
sma 11 wad 1 sys terns.
82. The rapid development of groundwater for irrigatioll ln the PrOject
ArCd hes IJcel1 dlle to sever,11 fJctors: 9roul1dwJtcl' occurs at sllallow dcpth
en,1:,1,ng SUppllCS la IJc Ollt,llilecl frOIll dug wclls: bcnefits In crop pr oducl'ol1
fl"O'l1 til" beller seclIrJ ly uf sroul1dwJler sllppllCS; alHI lllcome frOIll expolrJJtc
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earn1ngs to construct wells and purchase pumps, The benefits of groundwater
1rrigation may, however, be low at present because traditional farming
practices have not altered accordingly.
84. Due to the variabi lity of rainfall-runoff each year, the concept of
average annual recharge can be misleading and aquifer storage plays an
important role in maintaining supplies during periods of reduced recharge.
The available storage in the'small wadi systems is limited. Well deepening
or the increased use of boreholes in order to command more of the storage
would increase the overall absraction capacity. This would then be more
likely to lead to a long term depletion in storage and to a more rapid
seasonal decline 1n water levels.
I
I·
. ~) -.._-•.•..' ..-
83. Preliminary estimates of the groundwater resources within each
priority area are summarised in Table~G. Despite the uncertainty of these
estimates, the groundwater resources of the small wadis are limited and the
aquifers are already extens)vely exploited by the local farmers such that
the pumping capacity is similar to or exceeds the average recharge. The
present decline in water levels must raise concern for the long term
stability of these secondary wadi systems and therefore the potential for
further development: 'only the Ras al Ara delta can be considered on the
"basis of existing informatio~s still havingLPotential groundwater resourcJ'
to be developed.
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boreholes would be drilled in Wadi Timnan and Ras al Ara.
pc~iOdS cf I"educed reC/large. III effect. the resources IJecoll1e developed
additional pump irrigation would affect the water balance of small catchment
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"'Ir. .:
in that it takes into
ab,l,ty of the aqu,fer
approach 1 whereby investigation preceded developmen~ was
( Water Resources) of the General Identification Report
:",
,W,1)1/
A "rolling programme has a1 limitation
oniy the local aqu,fer cond,t'OI's and not the
Outline Strategy
proposed in Annex 2
groundwater resources more accurately and to update the current level of
project. Each successful exploration site yielding more than 10 lIs would be
investigation and monitoring programme would be required to assess the
modified subsequently so that investigation and development could proceed at
systems was identified by IFAD in their special programming mission to PDRY
"I
in 198r{.). Although this referred to the mountain areas. it can equally
applied to the wadi systems in the Toor el Baha District. Normally, a phased
abstraction and pumping capacity in relation to these resources prior to
85. The need for more hydrogeological investigations to determine how
further irrigation development.
86. A phased
due to the uncertainty of the resource estimates. However, this approach was
the same time thereby reducing costs and producing earlier benefits to the
Maadin as this area was considered to already be over-exploited and the new
brought into supply. A success rate of·· 60% was adopted to give 30 new
boreholes abstracting a total of about 5 Mm3/Y'~ would enable an area of
some 360 ha to be developed. No further development was proposed in Wadi
87.
account
before tlley "ave beel' quantified. G,vel, lile u,'certall1ty i" lile available
system as a wl'ole to sllstdin SUCll deve1oprnel,t 'n tl'e 101'9 ler,n or during
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understanding of the spatial distribution and annual variation in the
the same resource constraints. Future development of these areas must ensure
ccordlna:ecl ",itll tile YAR autllQritles tllI'Ol")'1 the YJPNR Wctte,' Resources
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produce greater
'r""€C(,~'~i.~
the Ilrtf8re~
"
resources a more cautious. phased development based on a more thorough
avallablity of the water resources will be more lik~ly to
VI
and more sustained benefits in the longer term and -sR~d-be
approach,
89. The revised strategy now proposed would involve adapting existing
irrigation and agricultural practices to make better use of the scarce water
resources throughout the whole district. The first phase would develop a
data base of information that can be applied to the other wadi systems in
the Toor el Baha District to allow more effective use of these resources.
that abstraction does not permanently deplete aquifer storage by relating
agricultural improvements to the resources available.
88. The other wadis within the Toor el Baha district are expected to
have simllar conditions to those of Wadi Maadin or Wadi Timnan and to have
\.;,
The main objective would be to gain a greater understanding of these small
wadi systems and how the water resources can be used in conjunction without
long term adverse effects on the aquifer, Subsequent development would take
place during a second phase.
1991. Data collectloll 111 the upper part of tile catchmellt wOllld be
monitori ng data and other studies being undertaken by the UNDP Water
Resources Management Training Programme due to be completed at the end of
90, Phase 1 of the programme would focus on the Wadl Maadin, where the
aquifer geometry is fairly well known, It would continue the collection of
I10l11101'11l9 Netwu,'k programme clue to stan 111 i990. fhe hydrogeological data
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" ueriplleral locations away fro'" tile cilallilel. T!le,e would supplell'ent :Ile
Ara delta to extend the drilling programme results and resource estimates
providing time-varying data. The results would be applicable to the minor
to expand the results of the Soviet-Yemeni reconnaissance survey, mainly by
91. The programme would also extend to the Wadi Timnan above Al Shatt
systems between Toor el Baha and Al Shatt in particular.
would be integrated with the water resources, irrigation, agricultural and
socio-econom,c surveys to enable the results to be applied to other' wadi
integrated with the results of associated surveys relating to agriculture,
being undertaken by the Soviet-Yemeni Project. This survey would help to
define areas of poor quality water and the aquifer thickness and would be
92. A resistivity geophysical survey would be undertaken in the Ras al
patter"s of abstraction in each sub-bas,n. F,ve automatic recorders would be
fitted to disused wells and borehofes: 3 at locations along the wadi and ,
tVIO recorder'S to be installed by UNDPfMAI\R, Add,(,onal li,forll'clt,oil would be
OIJ~,"iled f,-ol:' "eileat waler level ,ur'Jeys of eXlsl'llg wells at :luprOunale
93. Water level changes and trends would be related to wadi flows and
spate use and socia-economic factors. Should these surveys show a favourable
- ........ ~ .
\A~,_~e~e_l~p~en,0~ ~~ then a dri 11 i ng programme woul d be undertaken ina
second phase of the project.
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97. In cooperdtion with the YAR duthorities two rain gduges would be
instdlled i'n the upper cdtchment.
98. Specific yield would be estimated by monitoring water levels 111
three disused boreholes or wells in the wellfield drea dnd reldting these to
the rnetered abstrdction.
94. A representdtive sdmple of ten dug wells dnd boreholes would be
selected covering the drea to monitor dbstraction rdtes dnd durdtion of
pumping. Oischdrge meters dnd operdtion recorders would be instdlled for
this purpose.
".
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intervdls. with incredsed frequency during the flood sedsons.
95. Thirty wdter sdmples would be collected. These would be used in
pdrticuldr to eXdmine the suitability of groundwdter in the lower sub-basin
for irrigdtion. EC would be monitored dt qUdrterly intervdls dt selected
wells to estdblish sedsonal or longer term trends in wdter qUdlity.
96. An dssessment would be made as to whether the existing wells could
be repldced by boreholes to drdw upon the deeper part of the aquifer in
order to utilise stordge' to mdintain irrigdtion during yedrs of reduced
rechdrge, or whether d progrdmme of well deepening would be more dppropridte
for the Sdme purpose. This would involve compdring well depths to
informdtion on the depth to the bdse of the dquifer obtained during the
Tecneco study.
•
•
•
•
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observers.
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be undertaken in
rapid appraisal
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An appropriate groundwater data. base would be provided for the
Ii.... il..~<H~~,,\ c1 Ir<~h,-
Resources Section of~ in Aden capable of storing and presenting
spatial and time varying information as tables, figures and maps. This
99.
Water
the
Wadi Timnan
would also be used to undertake a more rigorous appraisal of the Tecneco
ANNEX 3
data dnd provide ddditional training for the staff of the Water Resources
100. An electro-magnetic (EM) geophysical survey would
c,
selected aredS of the Wadi Mardaba and Wadi Harhar for ~
of the thickness of the wadi deposits.
101. A meteorological station would be established at Al Shatto Three
raingauges would be installed in the upper catchments and read by local
lOi: By arrangement with local .farmers pumping tests of at least 24
c,~ ",i't,~ l",lL I
hours duration would be made~ 10 sQl~tedy closely spaced wells to provide
lnformation on transmissivity and specific yield.
103. Water levels would be monitored on three selected disused wells
using automatic recorders to establish seasonal and long terlll trends.
•
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observer) would be provided from the Water Resources Section of the
Department of Irrigation and Land Reclamation. The experience gained by
this section from the UNDP training programme in the Wadi Maadin would be a
particular advantage.
~ ." . ~ .
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Ras al Ara
106. A UN volunteer would be recruited for the duration of the study to
supervise the collection of data and analyse the results. Technical support
would be provided by a hydrologist and a hydrogeologist who would both visit
the area twice per year. A geophysicist would supervise the geophysical
survey and interpret the results.
and
C. Staffing
It is assumed that support staff (engineer, technicianIDS.
104. An electrIcal resistivity survey will be undertaken using vertical
electrical soundings over an area of about 25 km2 extending north of
Gudeima-Uzeifah to investigate the aquifer. The information obtained would
be integrated with the Soviet-Vemeni survey information to provide a better
understanding of the areal variation in aquifer conditions.
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rp-pdy-an3
110. It is assumed that the results fronl Phase 1 would be applicable and
capable of being replicated In the otller wadIS In Toor el Balla Oistrlcl-/
<1 second pllase of tllc prOJcct.
109. Conflicting informatIon was received from the MAAR and Ministry of
Planning as to whether the information being collected by the Soviet -Yemeni
project would be available for Phase 1. The level of detail that this survey
wi 11 be able to provide is also uncertain.
..-,
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to the
total
'i
of works relating
in Annex The
Issues
107, Costs for the proposed programme
groundwater aspects of the First Phase are given
investment cost is 0,45 M$US.
108. It should be recognised that the groundwater resource estimates and
development potential are based on various assumptions due to the limited
availability of data. notably on the aquifer characteristics and time-
varying parameters. A water balance approach has limitations when applied to
semi-arid zones due to the uncertainty in each measured parameter and may
require 10 to 15 years of data collection to provide a representative sample
of the hydrological variations. An approach based on water level data and
specific yield can produce more reliable results but also requires a
monitoring programme and representative values of specific yield.
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Follow up issues include:
The plans of the UNOP-MAAR study for Wadi Maadin were still being
finallsed at the time of the mission and need to be examined.
The area of cultivation throughout the district could be assessed
by the dlgital interpretation of satellite imagery. It was not
possible to undertake this during the Preparation Mission and this
should be carried. out before the appraisal stage. A listing
obtained from the Remote Sensing Unit of FAD indicated that TM
scenes for 18 October 1987 and SPOT scenes for 29 August 1986 are
likely to be the most cloud free. The images for these dates should
be inspected prior to obtaining the tapes.
A new Water Act is understood to be in preparation which could have
a bearing on the future groundwater development and management in
the Project Area.
(~) - pc)'· (\1)]
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ANNEX 3
Table 1
PEOPLE"S OEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEYELOPMENT PROJECT
Areas Commanded by Wells
Gl~
Wells only Wells and Spate Total Averagy'lwell
(ha) (ha) (hal (hal
Ras al Ara 12 12
Wadi Ti mnan 20 430 450 2.5
Wadi Maadin 30 620 650 5.0
(wp-4b)rp-pdy-aI13-lbs
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Table 2
PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEYELOPMENT PROJECT
Ras el Bra Delta
Dug wells
Village Depth Rest Water Level Di stance from
(m) Depth Estimated Elevation Coast
(m) (m. asl) (km)
Huwayrib 20 10 140 25
lJzei fah 38 31 20 6
Gudeimah: 3
Sab 11 22 20 s
Gennah 18 20
Hagah 12
A1 Barodh 12
.....,-."..
PEOPLE'S DEMQCRATIC REPUBLIC Qf YEMEN
ANNEX 3
hble 3
Wadi limpopo pumping Tests
:'
TQQR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PRQJECT
Soviet-Yemeni Project. Test data not yet analysed. Transmissivity (T) is based
on logan"s approximation method.
Q/5 Specific capacity.
Source:
location Total Depth Depth ok, Saturated Rest Water 0 Ols Ti ·(m) Bedrock a II uvial thickness Level (m) (lis) (1/S/m) (m d)(m) C.... j
Upper MardaO.!! 13.7 6 8 3.5 3.3 8 2.3 25Q
lower Mardab" 15. S 6.5 3.5 3.0 8 1.800
Am Shalt 11 .0 >6.3 4.7 7 1Q I.Q75
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
SUb-Catchment Area within Area w1th1 n Total MAR MAr
YAR PDR!2 2 3 3(km ) (km ) (km ) (Mm Iy) (m Is)
Wadi Mardaba (up) 32 28 60 1.4 2B
\.lad; Mllrdaba (down) 13 15 28 0.4 17
Wadi Harhllr 65 43 lOB 1.6 44
Wadi Hagrah 24 24 0.33 15
Wadi F'uruglyah <> II .Q....l2 12
273 4.5 129
Wadi 11m".,"- Catchm@nt Areas
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEYELOPMENT PROJECT
ANNEX 3
Tab 1e 4
1988)
Areas withl" YAR 200 mm rainfall
PORY 180 mm rainfall
Runoff co-efficient 0.075
Areas based on graphical estimation
MAR: Melin Annual Runoff ~
MA!=': Melin Annual Flood (based on 8lAilS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC R[PUBLIC or Y[MEN
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEvELOPMENT PROJECT
Wadi Tjmnan:· estimates of Aquifer Storage
ANNE x J
Table 5
th1ckness 7m;;.t Agricultural are"s only.
Agrfcul tural Number of Annual Storage Porosfty Storage
Ar.~ well s Abstr~Ctlon ch.n9~/m
km Hm Mo3 Mln 3 Hm
0.35 29 1. 13 0.5 0.75 O. 11
1. 0 56 2. 18 5 2. 0 O. 29
8. 19 0.74 11 .5 17. 0 1.4
O. 6 15 0.58 .0 1.15 0.18
L.Q ~ ~ ...u. L..Q U2
11.05 171 6.66 16 23 3.274·
A~erage/wel1 0.39 HmlY
fjyJ ZOX; average saturated
;-30X
Abstract Ion:
Storage:
Poros j ty:
!
s~c~I' c.. :-iJcJ
Wadj Mard'aba ( up)
Wadi Mardaba (down)
Wadi Harhar
Wad1 Hograh
<{,'
Wadi FuruLYOh
Sub-catChment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
ANHE X J
Tab I e 6
B (2 not In use)
47.m
20 115 .(y-'J=k.I·i5j--·
20.0 ~
31 (62X toto I )
13.5 l/s~-'Vs-t
34.3 14m
3
.3 14m
3S.6 Mm
14.6 lis
SO
Wadi MaoqiQ: Groundwater Abstraction for Irrigation 19]7178
wells
Annual abstractlon: wells
boreholes
Total annual abstraction
boreholes
Number of boreholes
Average pumping rate all sources
Number of we! Is not pumping
abandoned or dry. or for
local drinking water
Average depth dug wells
Average purnplng rate boreholes (6)
WeI Is us~d for irrigation
Number of wells
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•,.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ANNE X 3
T'bl'.~ 7
PEOPLE'S PEHOCRATIC REPUBLIC Of YEHEN
TOOR EL BANA AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPHENT PROJECT
."s
Ey 2500-4000 /tcm'l
1.0
11. 7
13 . 7 )
)
...li..i )
(50.8)
Available Storage 1/
Ml":~
(no estimate)
I. 13
0.38
0.72
2.83
.lL..2Z
5.58
Abstrestlon
Mm Iy
($llmateS of Abstraction (J978179) and AYll1 !able
Groundwater Storage by Sub-basin jn tDC Wadi Hoodin
1. Above 90rge
Iwp-4~)rn-Pdy-~rIJ-tDS
'1
2. Toor el Baho Well fleld
Sub-bAsin
S Kholabiyah
1/ Specif,c yIeld 20X
2Area of aquifer 12 67 km
Based on T~cneco 1979
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PEOPLE'S PEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC Of YEMEN
TOOR EL BANA AGRICULTURAL PEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Summary of Parameter Estimates used tor Groundwater
ReSQurce EstImates
Tecneco (1919) Identification Preparation
( 1989)
Irr19atlon return (X) 40 30 25
Rainfall recharge (Mm3/y) 0.5 NI I Nil
Rainfall (mm) 500 400 315
Runoff co-efficient 0.16 0.12 0.10
Mean Annual run-off 32 19 15
3Borehole abst roc t t on total MIn /y 6.0 12.3 11.3
Spec1fic yield (X) 2 - 4 20
2
Tronsml 55 i Vi ty (m d) 864 100 100
AQuifer width (m) 900 1,300 900
3
Resource avoilabi I ity (Mm /y -0.1 (-1. 5) 0.5 -3
(WlJ- 4b) rp-'pdy- dll)' tbs
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PEQPLE'S DEMQCRATIC REPUBliC Dr YEMEN
TDQR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEVELoPMENT PRQJECT
AbstractIon:
ANNEX 3
Tab 1e 9
3Q.6 Hm (-0.2' m) 1/
Ni 1
7.8
1.8
6
15
9
7.8 - (4 .•• '.Q)
3Groundwater Balance for Wad; Maadtn (Hm)
197B179 Totol 5.9
Net (25Xi I't-~",) •.•
1988/89 Totol 12.3
Net (2",·]",""""",) 9.'
Mean Annual Runoff
Irrigation Diversion
Field return
Wadi channel reCharge
and SUbsurface inflow
Rainfall reCharge
Total annual average recharge
Underflo .... output 1978/79 4.0
Balance 1978/79
2
AQulfer area 12,67 km • specific yield 20X.
>
1/
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table 10
PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC PEPUBLIC OF YEMEN
TOOR Et BAHA AGRICULTURAL PEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Summary of Groundwater Resource Estimate
f.k,,-{{~A\~u~('I,-,
Area Mean Annuaj -ItfU\tU
'
Avera1~ AQuifer Storage Annual Abs t roc t t on
Bun-off Mm ~ctlft"'1"P Hm 5y Tot~l Ex Pl0ljllble Totsl No\
X Hm Hm Hm Mm
Ros al A,." 12 5-10 If, " 5 200 25 0.25 O. 2
Upper Wadl Timnan 4.5 ~ 'f-fr.-4 t' 20 16 10 6.5 , . 9
lJ.,di Haadln 15 7.8 20 50 25 11. 7 8. 8
~I Aq.,u~.or lh..r.OU{h~10W A,c"tCaZI T~rsc (1979) eS\imate 5.6I ! \-'.I .' :;'I Based ~n seasonal\ cparge w ter ley of 2m.
\) ~/ V
(wp·4b)rD-ndy-~nJ- lbS
PE9PlE·S PEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC Of YEMEN
Estimates of Groundwater Pumping Cost$
TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL OEyElOPMENJ PROJECT
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Page
1.009
615
21'
ill!
15.375
1.259
1.430
536
4.500
----lQ
13.115
1.159
10m
15.375
23.121
3.20 l/h
10.67 hp
10.67 x 0.30
3.20 9.609 lly
960 YOly
Borehole
Pump. shaft driven NP 23
Engine, HP 23
Spares at 20%
Pump Shed, tank end pipes
\.Iel1 head
(wp- 4 b)rn-plly-a r13-1bS
Borehole depreciation (4%)
Pump and engine depreciation (eX)
Pump shed depreciation (4%)
15/1 000 • 1,000 x 40
75 x 0.75
A. RAS Al ABA
)..
Diesel level consumption (I/h)
Annual consumpt1on 3,000 hrs x
Fuel cost 0.10 VOll x 9.600
PumpIng Rate (Q) IS lIs
He"d (H) 40 m
Borehole Oepth 75 m. at YO 17S/m
5.Callng IO-inch, SCm, at yo 251m
Screen IO-lnch, bridge slot, 25m, at vO 40/m
Annual Fixe~ Costs:
wHP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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3,175 yo
960
2BB
ill
2,160
3
0.0196 YDlm
320 flls/m
(excluding plant costJ a..J
-._... 1~k:~Jt d~J)
-'--...
single crop
daub 1e crop
hlil
162,000
147 YO/crop ha x 21.6 ha
21. 6 h.
10.B h.
3
7,500 m '0.0196 yO •
II 0S9 • 2 160)YO
54 m Ih x 3,000 h
3
Assume crOp water reQuirement 7500 m Iho/crop
Estlm§tes of Groundwater Pumping Costs
3S4m Iha x 000 h
7500
Fue I
Maintenance. servicing. oil (30% fuel)
Pump attendant 365 d at 2.5 VOId
Operating Costs:
Water costs
Crop hectarage:
3Cost per m water
/
,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
· /
•
~
\
.""'.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
,
I
!;
Inlerest
Total cost
"',
/
20 .. 14
2.6BO YO 26B
o 089 YO/l- )
0.0016 VO/rn
J
:: 21 6 fils/m
Annual Fixed Costs: Well depreciation
Pump and Engine depreciation (8X)
ANNEX J
Appenq I x
P~ge )
180
)0
28 .
47
2)
I. 75
4,211
421
126
4,SOO
2,250
450
--ZQQ
7,400
)0 I
28
21.6
10.75
0.81
1,935
193
58
180 • 251 0.008 IBO • 547 0.006
21.6 x 2,400 47 x 2,400
. 8 f 1 15 6 f f Is
~ ~'
10 f i 15 4 f 1 Is
-18 f I 15 10 f I Is
U..".· .~.~.=~
B DUG WELLS
9
0.96
0.075
IBO
18
6
0.009
9 r i 15
VU'\.
32 f 1 Is
"3 f 115
PCOPle'S OCMOCRATIC RCPUBllC or YCMCN
Estimates of Groundwater Pumping Costs
TOCR [L BAHA AGRICULTURAL QEVELOPMENT PROJECT
180 + 18
9 K 2,400
Dug wel 1, assume YO 4.500
Pump and Engine HP 16
Spares at 20X
Pump shed
(YO)
Plant at vO O.208/h
Well Depth (m)
Head (m)
)
Pumping Rate (m Ih)
Water Horse Power (hpj
Diesel (1/h)
Fuel 2,400 hours
Fuel cost
Maintenance. 91 I at JOX fuel cost
Pump cH tendl!lnt
Cou of phnt:
3per m
Operation Costs:
Cost
Interest·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• PEOPLE'S OEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
•
• TOOR EL BAHA AGRICULTURAL OEYELOPMENT PROJECT
•
• Pumpjng Tests Resu lts , Wadi Maadin
•
•
mJjd J.61' %D
• m /d m m
2d S%
• (a) Dug Wells
• W25 r;- 1.770 1,770 2,0 1,435630 690 6.9 420 /
• f W33// 525 2.505 2.75W34'(observat,on) 630 595 n/r 660• W36...- 200 530 4.6 430W37 " 390 390 6,9 245
•
0138 ...- 475 440 2,4 595W45/ ill .LM.Q 4,9 J2U
•
w4)...-
Av 661 1,045 596
•
•
(b) Boreholes
•
W12 ~TB Wellfield No. 2 \..... 865 1,235 40 520
•
TB Wellfield No. 3 630 645 n/r 800
.'---. 690 725 26 1.055
• :>
•
Source: Dug wells and borehole W~2 Tecnico 1978
Boreholes 2. 3 MAAR 1984
• Tp TransmiSSIvity, drawdown phase
•
TR TransmIssivity, recovery phase
D Aquifer thickness penetrated
•
Q/s SpecIfIc capacity
S Storage co-effIcient
•
•
•
•
•
•
(wU-~b)rU-I)ny-~n3-lbs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PEQPIE'S Q[MOCRATIC REPUBLIC or YEMEN
rOOR El BAHA AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Groundwater Analyses (mg/I)
~adf Haad1n
""ell No. Wl9 W25 W33 W37 W38 W42 W45 W47 WW52 TB3 11=e=~.= •• =~.D=r.c=%.c=.c=~.c=%.=~.£•• =.= ••• =c •• =•• =•• c== ••• =•• r= •• ~ •• c~.cc •• c~ ••• a••• c•• c•••
pH 7 7 7 7 7.55 7.6 7.55 7.5 7.55 7.5 7.5 8. 1[CM-! '" S/,...."- 970 1. 135 1.465 2.072 3.581 2.590 2.755 2.645 3.140 1.483TH (CaC0
3
, 390 457 573 92B 1.325 1.055 1• 121 I • 175 1,425
-""
125 1'5 180 330 560 400 430 380 415 207K 10.e 11.6 12.6 19.6 28 22.4 22.8 25.6 30 14 . 1Ca 80 94 114 164 224 182 172 210 228 112M9 '7 54 70 126 186 146 168 158 208 22CI 113 146 216 430 744 541 585 575 665 202
'>urSC,/, 138 188 2.601 530 900 680 660 680 950 208NCO3 433 411 417 473 421 426 482 405 387 325To t. • I k (Cac03 J 355 337 342 388 345 349 395 332 3175 i 0 25.5 2B 28 31 34.5 31.5 30 29 30.5NO 2 26.6 51 67.6 8.38 157 120 177 BB 123TO;S 805 951
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